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1. INTRODUCTION 
CORECOOL, Convection and Radiation Emergency Cooling, is a model 
for evaluation of core heat-up transients for a fuel element and for 
evaluation of the performance of the spray system. CORECOOL applies 
to the phase of a loss of coolant accident, LOCA, after the termin-
ation of the blow-down, i.e. the core is uncovered and there is press-
ure equilibrium between the vessel and the containment. The model 
applies as well to nuclear reactor fuel element as to electrical 
heated test elements used for simulation of a LOCA. 
CORECOOL consists of two basic models, a fuel rod model and a 
model for the two-phase flow in the system. The fuel rod model is a 
heat conduction model, which is also applied to the channel. The 
two-phase flow model is based on solution of the conservation 
equations for mass, momentum and energy, and the equation of state. 
The two phases are treated separately, and physical models and corre-
lations are developed for the interchange of mass, momentum and energy. 
Thermodynamic equilibrium is not assumed, and the steam is allowed to 
be superheated and the water subcooled. The coupling between the fuel 
rod model and the two-phase flow model is taken into account through 
a number of physical models and correlations for the heat transfer, 
which includes conduction, convection and thermal radiation. 
The approach of CORECOOL is to develop a model which is more based 
on a sophisticated analysis of the different physical and chemical 
phenomena, and not on gross system dependent empirical correlations. 
This approach, besides giving a better understanding« makes the model 
system independent. 
The independence of the system makes parametic studies and sensi-
tivity analysis possible and reduces the need for expensive exper-
iments . 
CORECOOL is a further development of the model REMI/HEATCOOL1*. 
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2. BASIC MODELS 
CORECOOL models a fuel element and a corresponding part of 
the primary system, which is scaled down to one fuel decent* 
cf. fig. 2.1. The model for the fuel element include the fuel 
rods and the channel whereas the rest of the primary system is 
represented as a set of connected flowpaths and volumes. 
The physical model contains an energy equation for the fuel 
rods and the channel, and the conservation equations for the two-phase 
flow in the system. The conservation equations for the two-phase 
flow are written as separate equations for the two phases and 
allows thermodynamic non equilibrium and consideration of counter 
current flow. A number of constitutive equations such as heat trans-
fer correlations including conduction, convection and radiation 
heat transfer accounts for the coupling between the energy equa-
tion for the fuel rods and the conservation equations for the two-
phase flow, cf. fig. 2.2. 
2.1. The Geometrical Model 
The model in CORECOOL contains a representation of the lower 
plenum, one fuel element, the upper plenum, risers and separators, 
the steamdome and the downcomer including the pumps. The break 
may be anywhere in the downcomer region from the lower plenum to 
the steam dome. The different regions are subdivided into an ar-
bitrary number of nodes, and the regions are connected in form of 
a loop, cf. fig. 2.3. 
Each rod represented individually in the fuel element and the 
channel is represented as a square box, cf. fig. 2.f. The fuel 
rods may, however, due to symmetry be combined to a number of rod 
groups for which identical behaviour are assumed. The upper and 
lower tie plate and the spacers in the fuel element are only re-
presented through their loss coefficients. 
The spray nozzel is placed in the top of the upper plenum, 
just below the risers. 
2.2. Two-Phase Flow Model, the Conservation Equations 
The treatment of the two-phase flow in CORECOOL is based on 
the solution of the one-dimensional equations for conservation of 
Steam line 
Feed water 
Recirculation 
loop 
• a 
Fig. 2.1 .Reactor Vessel and Primary System 
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eass, momentum and energy, and the equation of state. The »teas 
and water phases are treated separately in order to allow counter 
current flow, and the interactions between the phases are con-
sidered through constitutive equations for the interfaeial mass, 
momentum and energy transfer. 
Thermodynamic equilibrium is net assumed, i.e. the steam is 
allowed to be superheated and the water to be subcooled. 
However, due to a priory knowledge about the flowregime some 
simplificating assumptions can be made. The characteristics of 
the two-phase flow during the core heat-up transient with spray 
cooling arc 
1. The flow regimes are drop-flow and film-flow, and the void 
fraction is close to unity. 
2- The flow-rates are small and the Reynolds numbers are in the 
order of 1000 - 3000. 
3. The transient is slow and fast variations in pressure and 
velocities, i.e. effects related to the velocity of sound, 
are negligible. 
Based on these characteristics of the two-phase flow the 
following assumptions can be made. 
a. In the momentum equation for the steam the time derivative 
is negligible. 
IF <*g V * °-° 
b. In the energy equations the time derivative of the pressure, 
and the kinetic and potential energy are negligible. 
| | % 0.0 
i øu • pgz * 0.0 
2.2.1. The Continuity Equations 
The one-dimensional conservation equations for mass for the 
1 2 3) 
steam and water " * are given by 
| f (o Aø ) * - | - M • A(å. • ft) (2 .1) 
| f C(l-o)Ap i) * - | - Vx • AC-vx • ft^ (2 .2) 
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where $ is evaporation/condensation, and m and m, are source 
g 1 
terms, e.g. the spray system. Integration of equations 2.1 and 
2.2 over a control volume yields, cf. fig. 2.5. 
ff (a Vpg) = - (Wg) ° • VC*lg + mg) (2.3) 
zi 
a zn 
•yf ((I-COVP-L) = - (wj ° + V(-*. + Aj) (2.«0 
z • 
1 
where 
V = AAZ (2.5) 
For the droplets, besides the mass, also the number density has 
to je conserved. The conservation of droplets, neglecting combination 
and br^ak up of the droplets, is given by 
It CA V = - Iz (fld V + A *d <2'6> 
Note that evaporation/condensation does not change the con-
centration of droplets , only the mass and diameter, but a source 
term is still needed. Integration of equation 2.6 over a control 
volume gives 
I t ( V V = - (fid n J * 0 + v V <2-7> 
The diameter of the droplets is given by 
(1-cO = £ d* nd (2.8) 
2.2.2. The Momentu: Equations 
1 2 3) The one-dimensional conservation equations for momentum ' ' 
for the steam and water are given by 
J - (a A p g ug> * - f^ <cg Wg U g ) -a A | | - A fg 
t 
-
 A
°Pgg c o s e + A • ] _ - u*+ A b i - + AB (2.9) 
It « > • > * ! ui> " - fe<ci Wi U 1 ) - ( 1 - B ) A fz - A fx 
-A(l-a)p1g cose - A*x u*- Ab. + AB^.IO) 
Out flow 
Inter faciat 
t ransfer 
Changes 
Source 
In flow 
Fig.2.5.Control Volume for One-Dimensional 
Two-Phase Flow 
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r M-, for evaporation, • -,_ > 0 
where u = X 8 (2.11) 
u for condensation, •, £ 0 
• * 
b, is the interfacial shear, and B and B1 are source terms. The 
first term on the right hand side of equation 2.9 can be written 
as 
v <cg wg V * " * <c* '• u*' * c s '• "l { * » * A * ' 
(2.12) 
Using 1 and 3 in section 2.2. we can make the approximation 
•yr 2l °«° and "Sz* 1 °*° i n equation 2.9. (2.13) 
3A 
As the model in CORECOOL consists of constant area ducts «— = 0, 
and irreversible pressure drops due to area changes can be included 
in f through a loss coefficient, (2.9) can be rewritten to 
"St (pg V = " 4 <cg pg ug } " • £ " -é - pg « cose 
*la u % bla + ®c + ±8 _J£ £ (2.14) 
Defining 
If = | Pg *g d« (2.15) 
we get 
* 
at Jg s T1"pg i c o s e • — * — i s i i — * } d z <2.i6) 
Integrating equation 2.10 over a control volume yields 
3 ((1-«)V P,
 Ul> * - ( c, W, u j * 0 • V {-<!-«) | | - f, 
i 
- ( l - o ) p2 g cose - <frlg u*- b l g + ÉJ 
In CORECOOL c. and c are set equal to 1. 
15 
2.2.3. The Energy Equations 
1 2 3) 
The oné-dimensional conservation equations for energy * • 
for the steam and the water are given by 
|T(aA(pg hg - P» - - |r(Wg hg> • Sg qg - A q-
+ A
 hghsg • A Q J » - A P ' £ (2-18) 
|?((l-o)A(p1 h^P)) = - •^ -(W1 h-^ • Sx q£ + A q ^ 
"
 A
 •lg^g * A Q i , + A p l ? (2-19) 
a'", is interfacial heat transfer from the- steam to the steam-water 
g l 
interface, and Q* and Q? are sources. Defining q*„ as the inter-
facial heat transfer from the steam-water interface to the water, 
the conservation of mass and energy gives, cf. fig. 2.6 
.« "• 
*i» = -fi^T ^ (2.20) 
lg
 *lg 
3P Using b in section 2.2, -rr- % 0, and integrating over a control 
volume gives 
•L(aV p„ h > = - [Vi h i ° + S 4z q" - V q"' • V •, _ h c o *t g g l g g j z g ^g ^gl lg sg 
i 
• V Q» (2.21) 
f^Ul-cOV Px hx) = - (wx h j " t S j i z q j H q " - V * l g h g g 
+ V QJ« (2.22) 
2.2.U. Integration of the Conservation Equations 
Except for the integration of I (cf. eq. 2.15 and 2.16), where 
the explicit Euler method is used, the integration technique is the 
modified Euler method with linearization of the non-linear terms. 
q gi 
Steam Water 
Interface 
» i . s 
Q g i - Q i g 
Fig. 2 .6. Heat and Mass Transfer at Steam-Water 
Interface 
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2.2.W.I. Inte£ration of the Conservation Equations for the 
Steam. Multiplying equation 2.3 with h and subtracting it from 
equation 2.21 we get 
3h ( \z 
aV pg ** = iVJ,° * S« " qg " V q«i * V V«! * V Qg' 
1 
i z 
g I gj- 1« g 8 
*i 
Equation (2.23) is integrated using the nodified Eulsr method 
3P 
with liniarization. Using 3 in section 2.2, ^- % 0. we get 
Pg = Pg(hg, P) (2.2«») 
T = T (h . P) (2.25) 
g g g' 
ape apff ah 
at* = ^ * t * <2-26> 
Equation 2.16 is integrated directly using the Euler method. 
Let W_ . be the steam flow at the core inlet, then combining g,ci 
equations 2.1 and 2.15 we get 
2 
Wg " Wg,ci + I i A < * l g + V "oA H * -*gA I f { ds (2 '27) 
z c i 
z 
V f n l j (A(* l g + m g ) -aA^- P g A| | )ds |dz 
z . . . . . . 
« U (2.2S) 
fa"* 
W . is found from equation 2,28 and the steam flow rates from 
equation 2.27. The pressure distribution is then found from (2.9) 
neglecting the time derivatives. 
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2.2.u,2. Integration of the Conservation Equations for the 
Water. The conservation equations for the drop flow are integrated 
directly using the modified Euler method with linearizations for 
pd* nd* ud and nd* T n e t e B IP e r a t u r e °* tne droplets is given by 
Td = Td(hd) (2.29) 
neglecting the dependence of pressure in the equation of state. 
For the film flow the quasi steady state solution to the momen-
tum equation 
Pf(pf - P_)g 3 
Wf=-S-L_f- &_s| (2.30) 
is used, and the continuity and energy equations are integrated 
using the modified Euler method with linearization. 
2.3. Fuel Rod Model, the Fourier Equation 
In the fuel rods axial conduction is neglected, and the one-
dimensional heat conduction equation becomes 
P c l^-CT) = | |^ <r k |!> • q w <2.31> 
Here p and c are functions of the temperature . 
Making an energy balance for a control volume as shown in fig. 
2.7 gives 
T, 
Fuel 
r i 
V i 
Gap Cladding 
T, 
f i - i r, 
i+i 
r,*i 
TB _ \N 
^ • l 
A r, ArflAr„ 
Fig.2.7.Fin?te Difference Mesh for Fuel Rod 
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2 2 3T. U k. , k. ir r . ,Az 
ir(r , -rf _>Az p , c . r r ^ = * t \ A r . \ (T. , - T . ) 
i J.-1 i i at Ar. K.;_i+"r-j_i k i x •*• x 
** *,- k . . , ir r . Az 
" A r . + 1 k i + Ar. k . + 1 <Ti T i * l> 
+ ir(r? - r j . ^ A z qm ( 2 . 32 ) 
If a node is next to the gas gap* the gas gap heat transfer 
coefficient has to be considered in the conduction heat transfer, 
and similary for the cladding the surface heat flux has to be con-
sidered. For the outer fuel node, node n-lt we get 
- r « 2 J2 %*.. ~ „ n-1 _ n-2 n- l n-Z , T T » ff(rn-rrn-2)AL Pn-1 c n - l —ST" " . . . ~ " ( I n - 2 " T n - l ) 
A r n - 1 k n - 2 + A r n - 2 k n - l 
2 i i ( r , * r )Az 
" AT. T7T <Tn 1 - T n> 
Ar_ , - Ar n - l n 
n - l i . n 
"T + e + ' ^ 
n - l gab n 
+ 1 T ( r n - l " r n - 2 ^ z *" ( 2 > 3 3 ) 
and for the cladding node, node n , 
o o 3 T - 2*<r„ ,+r„)Az 
" " • n . l - n ' " % t . T ! ! to" • E " ' V r t 1 
n- l gab n 
"
 2ir rn+l A z q " + ff{rn+l"rn)Az q'" ( 2 > 3 4 ) 
The equations 2.3 2 - 2.3 4 are integrated using the implicit 
Cranck-Nicholson scheme. 
For the channel only one node is used and the analysis is a 
lumped analysis. A direct explicit integration technique is used. 
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3. CORRELATIONS AND PHYSICAL MODELS 
A variety of correlations and physical models are used in 
CORECOOL, not only in the coupling between the heat conduction 
model and the two-phase flow model, but also in the models them-
selves. In the fuel-rod model, correlations and physical models 
exist e.g. for the energy generation due to decay heat and the 
metal-water reaction, and for the heat transfer across the gas 
gap. For the two-phase flow a number of correlations exist for 
the interfacial mass, momentum and energy transfer. 
The correlations and physical models can be arranged in two 
main groups, models related to the momentum transfer and models 
related to the energy generation and transfer. The momentum 
transfer includes such models as interfacial shear and wall shear, 
models for the formation of droplets from the spray nozzel, and 
counter current flow limitation. The heat transfer consists of 
conduction, convection and radiation heat transfer. 
3.1. Momentum Transfer 
Momentum transfer exists in a number of different ways in 
CORECOOL. It exsists as shear between the wall and the two-phase -
flow, and as interfacial shear between the steam and water. Ir-
reversible pressure losses from area changes or flow restrictions 
are also treated as shear, and are represented through a loss 
coefficient. 
The shear is important not only in the determination of the 
pressure drops and the velocity distribution of the two phases, 
but also for the dropletsize. It is a balance between the shear 
forces and the surface tension which determines the break up of 
the water from the nozzels into droplets and the size of these 
droplets. The shear is also an important parameter for the counter 
current flow limitation. 
3.1.1. Wall Shear 
The flow regimes under consideration in CORECOOL are drop 
flow and filmflow. The shear betwaen a film and the wall is 
- 22 
mainly viscous shear and will be treated in section 3.1.2. 
For the dropflow the void fraction will generally be very 
high, typically between 0.95 and 1.0, and as the interfacial shear 
between the droplets and the steam is calculated separately, cf. 
section 3.1.4, the wall shear is calculated as single phase fric-
tion for the steam. 
The friction is calculated as, cf. equation 2.9, 
f
B
 = j
 »g ug |ug |'' i (3-x) 
2) 
where the friction factor is given by 
CF 
16 
•x— for laminar flow (3.2) 
0.0792*Re "° ' 2 5 for turbulent flow (3.3) 
S 
Re = 6 h fi
 (3^> 
g Vg 
The transition between the two correlations is for numerical reasons 
made at the inter section, Re„ = 1185.4, and not at the true tran-
g 
sition which takes place at a Reynolds number just above 2000 
(cf. fig. 3.1). 
3.1.2. The Falling Film 
The other important flow regime in C0REC0OL is the film flow 
regime. In this case the rods or the channel are covered with a 
falling film, and the core of the flow is either dropflow or single 
phase steam flow. 
The film flow is mainly determined as a balance between the 
gravity and the viscous shear at the wall. Shear does exist 
between the film and the core of the flow, but is negligible for 
the film flow. A quasi steady state approach is used in C0REC00L 
2) 
given by 
10 * 10 
Fig. 3 .1. Single phose friction factor. 
10* 
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a - °f(pfP»)g 3^ 
6 f 3^f * df (3 5 ) 
The flow rates existing during ECCS transients are such that 
the Reynolds number 
Gf Ref * -i (3.S) 
is generally less than 500, where the flow is laminar and (3.5) is 
valid. 
3.1.3. Loss Coefficients 
Irreversible pressure losses arises from area changes or flow 
restrictions such as spacers, the upper tie plate etc. These press-
ure losses are calculated as a product between the dynamic head of 
the steam, as the steam is the continuous phase, and a loss coef-
ficient 
åP
 ' *
 pg Ug CL <3'7) 
Besides simple flow restrictions also the pressure drops through 
the risers, steam separators, and the pump are calculated through a 
loss coefficient. 
3.1.». Interfacial Shear 
Interfacial shear exists between the steam flow and the film 
flow, and between the droplets and the steam. 
For the falling film the interfacial shear, as stated in sec-
tion 3.1.2, is negligible, and as the film velocity generally is much 
smaller than the steam velocity, the film velocity may be neglected 
in the calculation of the shear on the steam. The shear on the steam 
is thus calculated in the same way as the wall shear, cf. section 
3.1.1. 
The interfacial shear between the steam and the droplets may 
be calculated through the use of a drag-coefficient 
25 -
big * ~nd * VV U4 , |V« 1 i ** ce {3,) 
For • single spherical droplet in an infinite Medium the drag 
coefficient is given by • 
^ - for Red < 0.71 
* 0.* • 25.* S«^'0 for 1«. > 0.71 (3.S) 
a o -• 
•i1 
where 
p- « 1 d 1 a (3.101 
Two phenonena will affect this result. For large droplets, the 
droplets will be distorted from the spherical shape, and the equi-
librium velocity of the droplet tend to be independent of th« six« . 
A typical droplet size in a fuel bundle is about 2 an, as sost of 
the droplets originates fro« a sputtering front, and the Weber num-
ber will be around 2, which is audi saaller than the critical Weber 
number of 13. Accordingly th« droplets will b« nearly spherical, and 
equation 3.9 is a good correlation for the drag. The other phenomenon 
which affects th« drag is th« presence of other droplets. Th« larger 
the droplet concentration is, the larger the drag will be. tfallis 
gives the following relation for the influence of neighbour droplets 
C D * -y* (3.11) 
a 
3.1.5. The Spray Mozzel 
A general aodel for the spray nozzel is difficult to make. The 
way the liquid leaves the nozzel, how it breaks up into droplets 
and how these droplets nay break up into saaller droplets, will 
depend very much on the construction of the nozzel. However, a 
simpl« seaieapirical model is made. Th« model contains two charac-
teristic parameters, which properly chosen describes the nozsel 
very well over wide range of flow rates. 
For most of the nozzels used for ECC purposes the water will 
leave the nozzel either in fora of a single jet or in fora of a 
cone. This cone is nod«lied as a set, K*, of liquid jets leaving 
- 26 -
in all directions inside the cone, cf. fig. 3.. . Each of these jets 
ii) 
will then due to the Helmholz instability bi. it" up into droplets, 
and if the Weber number of these droplets is i .ger than 13 they 
will be unstable and break up into smaller droplets as long as the 
Weber number is larger than 13. A detailed derivation is given in 
appendix A. 
A small sinosoudial perturbation on one of the jets leaving the 
nozzel will neglecting the viscosity* grow with a growth rate given 
by 
We • 
u2 = g
 3 <Xr.)2 U - Q r . ) 2 • Xr. -Ji j (3.12) 
where 
p d.(u-v.)2 
We. = g 3 g 3 — (3.13) 
Differentiating (3.12) it is easily found that the maximum growth 
rate occurs for 
Ar. = Jg- We. + / (|g- We.)* + J (3.HO 
which g i v e s the diameter of the produced drop le t s 
.1 
. « J H \1. 
f We. + / ( { W e . : V 
dd = åA 22 f ° . (3.15) 
From equation 3.12 and 3.14 the length of the jets can be found 
to 
r. /p7 /SeT 
i.,«, ^ / - — - — ]
 : I I L — 
where Ar. is the initial perturbation. Comparisons with experiments 
t 
gives' 
5)'D 
ln(ji) % 15.7 (3.16) 
Spray water 
Fig. 3.2.Spray Nozzel Model 
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The droplets, produced from the jets, will be deformed 
due to the drag. Let P be the pressure distribution outside the 
droplet and P the pressure increment from the surface tension. 
For a droplet to be in equilibrium the pressure inside the droplet 
must be constant, i.e. 
P„ • P = constant (3.17) 
o s 
Assuming the deformed droplet has the shape of an ellipsoid with 
rotational symmetry, the equilibrium deformation, cf. appendix A, 
is given by 
i* • o 2 - ^~ a 2a = minCO.S, CD> (3.18) 
where 
a = ~ (3.20) 
CD is given by (3.9) and dj is the thickness of the droplet in 
the direction of motion. If the deformed droplet has to break up 
without additional work being done, the surface energy must be main-
tained. Assuming the droplet to break up into a set of spherical 
daughter-droplet, the number will be given by 
r, ln(o"T • /a"3-l) >3 
»<i-\h + Æ — = = ! ( 3 - 2 1 ) 
2/a -1 
These droplets may break up again if the Weber number is larger 
than 13. 
A droplet can at least break up into two daughter droplets, and 
using a drag coefficient of 0.5 the critical Weber number can be 
determined from (3.18) and (3.21) to 
We„ - 13.1 (3.22) 
c 
2) This i s in excellent agreement with experiments 
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3.1.6. Counter Current Flow Limitation 
Upward steam-flow will reduce the amount of spray water able to 
penetrate into the fuel element. In case of very large steam flow 
2) 
no liquid at all gets into the bundle. This phenomenon is called 
Counter Current Flow Limitation, CCFL. 
CCFL will occur either at the upper tie-plate or at one of the 
spacers where the cross section is smallest. However, as the steam 
flow will increase up through the bundle due to the evaporation, 
CCFL is most likely to occur at the upper tie plate. 
A CCFL correlation for the upper tie-plate and the entrance to 
the by-pass channel is incorporated in CORECOOL. CCFL is mainly given 
as a balance between kinematic forces and gravity. A good correlation 
2 ) 
is given by Wallis. 
/j* • m j^j" = C (3.23) 
where 
i'<--iAi\lll-<,ii\i (3-25) 
6 ) 
However, for large diameters the CCFL tend to be independent 
of the diameter, and a better correlation is given by the Kutateladze 
number. 
/FT + m Æ7 - C (3.26) 
'i g 
where 
KCT = * - " TTTj (3.27) 
6 (o-g( P j rp g)> 1 / 4 
H * l 17* (3-28) 
(o-g(p £-P g)) i / H 
In fig. 3.3 is given a plot of a set of runs with CORECOOL. 
3.2. Energy Generation 
Energy is generated due to the decay of fission products, and the 
metal-water reaction. Energy generation due to decay of fission prod-
Sp EXPERIMENTS 
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Fig.3 .3 .CCFL. 
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ucts is included in the fuel, and nn decay heat or gammaheating is 
assumed to exist anywhere else. CORECOOL does not contain a fuel rod 
failure model and thus metal-water reactions is only included at the 
outside of the fuel rods. For water-rods and channel metal-water re-
actions are assumed to take place on oither side. 
3.2.1. Decay Heat 
Energy generation from decay of fission products is calculated 
as a fraction of the power of the bundle just before the accident. 
The fraction is a function cf the time. 
Q™ = Q"* f(t) (3.29) 
d o 
f(t) is based on the history of the fuel element prior to the acci-
dent. In manv cases the ANS-standard is used. 
3.2.2. Metal-Water Reaction 
At high temperatures zirconium and steam will react chemically 
B ) 
and energy will be produced 
Zr • 2 H20 - Zr 02 + 2 H2 + QM (3.30) 
QM = 6.669-106 - 0.257-103 T (3.31) 
The reaction rate is determined by the diffusion of steam through 
the Zr 0„ layer at the surface, and a parabolic law exists 
For zirconium 
K = 3.937'10"5 m2/s 
AE = 1.9u5'105 J/mole 
R s 8.318 J/mole °C 
9) In accordance with appendix K the metal-water reaction is not 
assumed to be steam-limited, which is only the case for very high 
temperatures, and when very small amounts of spray water is available. 
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3.3. Conduction and Convection Heat Transfer 
Heat transfer due to conduction or convection are important 
mechanisms in the heat transfer from the fuel rods and the channel 
to the two-phase flow and in the interfacial heat and mass transfer. 
Conduction heat transfer is important for the heat transfer in 
the droplets and the films. The steam-water interface will be at 
saturation temperature, and if the liquid in the droplets or the 
films is subcooled or superheated conduction heat transfer will 
exist. 
Convection heat transfer will be important for the steam. It 
will exist between the fuel rods or the channel and the steam, and 
if the steam is superheated from the steam to steam-water interfaces. 
Convection heat transfer will also exist as boiling heat transfer in 
sputtering fronts and in the lower plenum owing to the large heat 
capacity of the vessel wall and the guide tubes. 
3.3.1. Conduction Heat Transfer in Droplets and Films 
If there is a difference between the bulk temperature and the 
surface temperature of a droplet or a film conduction heat transfer 
will take place. 
For the droplets an asymptotic solution to the heat conduction 
equation is used, cf. appendix B, and the surface heat flux becomes 
*ig = T *2 % ( W (3'33) 
In the case of a falling film a linear temperature profile is 
assumed and the surface heat flux becomes 
«*g " TJ*" ( W (3'3,° 
3.3.2. Convection Heat Transfer between Super-heated 
Steam and Droplets 
Due to the steam superheat there will be a temperature difference 
between the steam and the interface between the steam and the droplets , 
and thus also a net heat transfer. The heat transfer will be both con-
vection and radiation, the latter, however, will be considered in sec-
tion 3.t, and only convection will be treated here. Numerous corre-
lations are given in the litterature and a good overall correlation 
i8io> 
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6 = Nu. k n, TT d. (3.35) 
a g a a 
Nu, = 3.20 + 0.75-Re°,5-Pr°'33 (3.36) 
d d g 
d. P„[u -u,[ 
Re. = d S & di (3.37) 
d Ug 
The correlation 3.36 does not approach 2.0 for Re. -* 0, but 
3 is the best overall fit for typical Red around 10 . 
3.3.3. Convection Heat Transfer from a Surface to Superheated Steam 
The presence of droplet in a steam atmosphere has two effects 
on the convection wall to steam heat transfer. The bulk steam tem-
perature will be lowered toward the saturation temperature, increas-
ing the heat transfer. And secondly the temperature profile of the 
steam will be changed causing a steeper temperature gradient close to 
the wall. This effect will also enhance the heat transfer. The single 
phase heat transfer coefficient will be given by 
,3.316 + 0.895 j- for laminar flow11* (3.38) 
N%
 fi * i 
0.023 Re„ ° Pru,H for turbulent flew ' (3.39) 
g g 
In reference 13) Sun, Gonzalez and Tien solves the continuity 
and energy equation for the temperature profile of the steam, and 
if a parabolic velocity profile for the steam is assumed, one obtains 
2x I,(x) 
Nuff = ±—» (3.40) g
 I0(x)- Sj I2(X) 
Dh A"*! 
g *g 
However, (3.40) is derived due to the assumption that the tem-
perature profile of the steam is determined from a balance between 
heat transfer from the wall and heat transfer to the droplets, and 
the terms rr are neglected in the continuity and energy equations. 
This is valid only for large droplet concentrations, for zero 
droplet concentration the single phase Nusselts number for a tube 
is t.3S, whereas the limiting value of (3.t0) is 6.0. 
For large droplet concentration an asymptotic approximation to 
(3.10) is 
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Nu % 2x - 1 for x + » (3.42) 
g 
An expression having this behaviour, and fulfilling (3.38) or 
(3.39) for x=0 is given by 
(Nu • l)2 
Nu = 2 x - l ^ u 8 » V l , *X ( 3' 4 3 ) 
g,s 
Here the auxiliary criteria of zero slope for x=0 is used, and 
from (3.35), (3.41) and (3.43) it is seen that Nu increases lin-
S 
earity with n. for small n,. 
In fig. 3.4 is given a plot of (3.40) and (3.43). 
3.3.4. Convection Heat Transfer from a Surface to Falling Film 
In case a surface is covered with a falling film, upstream of 
the front, where nucleate boiling may occur, a constant heat transfer 
coefficient may be used. The heat transfer coefficient may be set 
to a value111'15' of 
hf = 3.0*103 - 5.0'103 W/m °C. (3.44) 
3.3.5. Sputtering Heat Transfer 
The movement of the film front on rods and channel is determined 
as a balance between heat conduction and convection. Energy is removed 
from the hot unwetted part of the rods or the channel by axial and 
radial conduction, and then from the wetted part by nucleate boiling 
transferred to the film, cf. fig. 3.5. 
Assuming a constant heat transfer coefficient for the wetted 
part of the surface, the two-dimensional heat conduction problem 
16 17 18) has been solved by many authors » ' . Andersen obtained the 
following asymptotic expressions 
jPe9(1_TL)| = JBie"^ 0* 5 (3.45) 
for Bi'0"^ < 2* 
30 
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• i r . -, jpe9C 1~ T"5 i = 2 ~^~ - J B i - B " ^ ! (3.46) 
for 2 £ < B i e " ^ 
A good overa l l corre la t ion was found to 
jpee 2 | = j(Bie_/?)1,5 + 2 «" (Bi9~,/?>3j T (3.47) 
where 
o c u.c d 
pe = w " fr w (3.48) 
kw 
hf„ d,, 
Bi = £F w (3.49) 
*w 
e = j " s 2°-( (3.50) 
«. (T -T r J 
o s 
In fig. 3.6 is shown the result of the solution to the heat con-
duction problem by a finite difference method, and in fig. 3.7 is 
shown the result of a correlation of (3.47) against the data of 19) Bennet et al. and the low spray flow data of Duffey and Port-20) house . Using a least square method the best values for h~ and. 
T were found to o 
hf = 1.13-106 W/m2 °C (3.51) 
T = T + 65°C (3.52) 
o s 
3.3.6. Gas Gap Heat Transfer 
The heat transfer across the gas gap between the fuel and the 
cladding is a combination of heat transfer due to physical contact 
between the fuel and the cladding* thermal conduction through the 
gas, and thermal radiation. The conduction heat transfer in the gas 
is a function of the composition of the gas, and the history of the 
fuel. 
Accordingly a general model is difficult to make, and in C0REC00L, 
the heat transfer coefficient is calculated by 
! 0 ~ 10 10 10 1 10 10" »0 10 
Fig.3 ,6.R«w«tting rat« as function of modifitd Biot numbtr, 
r«sult of th« finit« diff«r«nc« m«thod. 
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h = ^ 2 . (3.53) 
g3P dgap 
3.3.7. Heat Transfer in the Lower Plenum 
In the lower plenum heat is transferred from the vessel and the 
guide tubes to the two phase mixture, which is assumed to exist as 
a pool of water and a steam-droplet mixture above it. 
21) Heat transfer is only to the liquid and the Rohsenow pool 
boiling heat transfer correlation is used 
*
 w s
 = 0.013 jflt-K— / , q
 n , PrJ'7 (3.54) hlg ( »I n*g 8Cp£-pg) i IL 
A simple flashing correlation is included in the case the liquid 
is superheated. 
cp(T£-T )p 
A = _£ !__* . (3.55) 
»Ig.flash H — r f l a s h 
3.4. Radiation Heat Transfer 
The model for radiation heat transfer, which is the other import-
ant heat transfer mechanism, include surface to surface radiation 
and radiation to the two-phase mixture in the bundle. The surface to 
22) 
surface radiation is calculated using the transport corrected 
radiation model extended to include a participating medium in the 
enclosure. The model for the two-phase mixture includes emission and 
absorption of thermal radiation and is based on the semi grey radi-
ation model. 
3.4.1. The Basic Radiation Model 
The model for radiation heat transfer is based on the following 
assumptions: 
1. All surfaces are grey and diffuse. 
2. All surfaces emit radiation uniformly. 
3. Of the reflected radiation from a surface a fraction (1-w) 
is reflected isotropically and the rest p is reflected back-
ward toward the origin of the incident radiation. 
- i + l -
4. The steam absorbs and emits radiation, but direct radiation 
from the steam to the droplets is neglected. 
5. The droplets absorb radiation, but neither emit nor reflect 
radiation. 
6. Uniform temperature distribution of the steam and droplets. 
7. Semigrey radiation model. 
The assumption of no direct radiation from the steam to the drop-
lets, and that scattering can be neglected for the droplets is con-
13) 
sistent with the optical thin limit approximation , and the assump-
tion that the droplets do not emit radiation is justified by their 
low temperature. 
The optical thickness based on the Planck mean absorption coef-
ficient for steam and the peak value of the principal 2.7 u band for 
typical ECCS transients is about 0.2 to o.3, in which case the optical 
thin limit approach gives good results. If however, the droplet con-
centration is large, the medium is not optical thin, but in that case 
the steam superheat is low and the assumption of uniform temperatures 
of the steam and liquid is good. Owing to the low temperatures of 
either phase in this case there will be no radiation heat transfer 
direct between the phases, and the model, which is derived from the 
two flux model, see Appendix C, is still good. The volume fraction 
of droplets for ECCS transients are typically around 0.01. For 
a typical droplet size of 1.9*10" m, a steam temperature of 500°C, 
and a pressure of 1 bar, the optical thickness for an 8X8 bundle is, 
in Table 1, given for various values of the droplet concentration. 
a I 
droplet cone. 
5.10"3 
lo"2 
-2 2.10 * 
-2 
5.10 i 
a 
g 
m-1 
Planck mean 
10.3 
10.3 
10.3 
10.3 
Peak value 
14.5 
14.5 
14.5 
14.5 
a£ 
nf1 
2.9 
5.8 
11.7 
29.2 
nf1 
13.2 
16.1 
22.0 
39.5 
Optical 
Thickness 
Planck mean 
0.17 
0.21 
.0.29 
0.52 
Peak value 
0.23 
0.26 
0.34 
0.57 
Table 3.1. Typical values for the optical thickness for a fuel bundle. 
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The radiosity of a surface is given by, cf. fig. 3.8 
B. = E . S. • ( l - e - ) H - (3 .56) 
i i i i i 
where 
S t = o Tj (3 .57) 
H. = I H.. (3 .58) 
l t ] i 
and H.. is the incident radiation coming from the direction of the 
j'th surface. The isotropic part of the radiosity is given by 
B? = E. Si • (l-i^Hl-c^Hj (3.59) 
and the anisotropic part leaving in the direction of the j'th surface 
is given by 
Bij = uitl_ei)Hij (3.60) 
The incident radiation from the direction of the j'th surface is the 
sum of the radiation leaving the j'th surface in the direction of the 
i'th surface reduced by the transmissivity of the medium plus what 
is emitted by the medium 
Hji = J^Vi ^ + V*i)T3i + ^  "IS Sg (3'61) 
where 
_
 e -
R i j ( v V 
T i j - T j i - e 
l s l 4
 =
 i * : ( 1 - T i j } 
(3.62) 
(3.63) 
>ij B4Tag 
S = o I4 (3.61) 
i i 
R^. is the beam length between surface i and surface j. 
In agreement with the semigrey radiation model the absorption co-
efficients in the transmissivity, equation 3.62, is a function of 
the wall temperature, i.e. the temperature of the absorbed radiation, 
\ 
Surface i 
•*- Bf.CiSj + l l - e ^ d - j i . J H . 
B5 - ( l - e i ) | i iH 
•j j ' 
Hjj incident radiation from 
surface j 
Fig. 3.8 Radiosity of a surface 
- 1*4 
whereas the emissivity, equation 3.63, is a function of the tempera-
ture of the medium, i.e. the emitted radiation. 
Inserting equation 3.61 in 3.60 gives 
V i j = M i<l-« i)CCAjBjrj i • A ^ t - i • e ^ . A ^ S g ) (3.65) 
By changing the subscripts in equation (3.65) we can eliminate 
B. . and obtain 
A y - ( l - e . ) { ( B 5 + y . ( l - e . ) B ? T . . ) T . . + e a . - S a ( l + y . ( l - c . ) T . . ) } 
BA. = - i i 2 I 3 i_ iJ U 2i.3^B 3 3 U F . . ( 3 . 66 ) 
1 3
 l - u i ( l - e i ) y j ( l - c j ) T ? j 1 3 
Combining equation 3.56, 3.58, 3.60 and 3.66 we obtain 
(3.67) 
This is a system of linear equation and it can be solved for the 
isotropical radiosities by standard methods. 
The net heat flux at surface i is then, using (3.56) and (3.59), 
found to 
A.e. S.(l-u.(l-e.))-Bj 
Qi=Ai(Bi-Hi)= g £ X ^ i i (3.68)-
The net energy absorbtion in the droplets is given by 
Q t - £ \ I (Bj P4j *BA.)e 
i J 
Bj+y.(l-e.){B^T..*cg.,S (H-u. (l-e.)T. .)} 
= I A, I -i-i i 3 *3 8i3 K J 3 x3 e. F., (3.69) 
i X
 3 l-yid-c^p.d-e.)^. *ij « 
where 
e t . . = r 4 V < 1 - T i j > <3-70) 
ID £ S 
and as energy must be conserved the net interchange of energy with 
the steam is given by 
Qg = I Q£ - Qj, (3.71) 
Ir. fig. 3.9 is shown th^ electrical analog corresponding to 
equation 3.67, 3.68, 3.69 and 3.71. Note that B /CL-u*(1-Cj)) is not 
the total radiosity of surface i, but a kind of effective total radio-
sity. A rearrangement of equation 3.6 7 gives 
o - is Bi 1 Aiti(1-"i(1-ti)) 
2 i i - - - j - i — r - r - i 3 
r B? > A.(l-li.<l-c.))(l*u.(l-c.)T..)F.. 
Is - T ri rf 7 £ — J »J—=J—=-* 
1 3 3 13 
,1 ( B t
 ? A.(l-ii.(l-t.))(ltp.(l-£.)T..)F.i ) Q 1 (. v _ 1 1 1 1 3 1] 13 
•>«iC1-ei>> t *ij l-ll.U-C.^U-CjlT^ 
(3.72) 
and rearrangement of equation 3.69 gives 
• S-Ollc. e„ -i-i i - 1 - 3 i1! ^ (3.73) 
1 g
 i j *ij gij i-ui(i-e.)ii.(l-ej)Tjj 
The viewfactors and the beam lengths are dependent on the geometry 
27) 
only and given by the general expressions , cf. fig. 3.10 
i r ccs 6. cos (J. 
J — V — 1 d A i ^ i 
;A.'A. ir IT J x 
Fij * - i - J AT <3-7*> 
r t COS 0. COS &, 
j A JA — H — 1 dAi d A i 
Ri: ' - ^ J-T^ (3-'5' 
For elongated surfaces , as radiation in the axial direction is 
neglected, (3.74) reduces to the crossed string method. 
46 -
- s, »o 
Fig. 3.9.Electrical analog for radiation model 
Fig.3.10. Radiation heat transfer between 
two surfaces. 
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3.4.2. Radiation Properties of Steam and Droplets 
The interaction of thermal radiation with the steam and dr >plets 
is based on the semigrey radiation model, and the assumption that the 
medium is optical thin. 
13) 
For the droplets it can be shown , that, when the medium is optical 
thin, scattering can be neglected and the absorption coefficient will 
be given by 
a. = 1.11 • il2. (3.76) 
*
 ad 
For absorption of thermal radiation between surface i and surface 
j the mean void fraction between the void just outside surface i and 
j respectively is used. 
The absorption coefficient for the steam is a function of the 
23) 
temperature and the pressure and varies as shown in fig. 3.11 
A good polynomial fit is given by 
a = PiS^'lO-1** -9.0'10"7-T+5.6'10"10'T2-1.2'10"13'T3} (3.77) 
3.4.3. Anisotropical Reflection 
2 R ) 
Use of view factors and standard methods without correction for 
anisotropical reflection requires that the radiosity is constant over 
the surface elements. With constant temperature for each surface el-
ement the emitted radiation from the surface will be uniform, but as 
the incident radiation generally is not uniformly distributed over 
the surface element neither the reflected radiation nor the radiosity 
will be uniform. However, no matter how the distribution of the re-
flected radiation is ,we can always split it into an isotropical part 
and a non-isotropical part. 
Let I ($) be the distribution function of the emitted radiation 
from a surface with uniform temperature, cf. fig. 3.12 
I ($)d$ = 1 (3.78) 
; e 
o 
and I (•) the distribution function of reflected radiation coming 
from the direction • = 0, cf. fig. 3.12 
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2ir 
f 
I ($)d<|> = 1 (3.79) 
Note that I ($) is necessarily not a constant, e.g. large and 
curved surfaces. 
If the incident radiation was uniformly distributed over the 
surface the reflection in the direction ($) should be I (•). 
The anisotropical part of the reflected radiation is given by 
Ia (* ) = Ir (* ) " Ie (* ) (3.80) 
From the anisotropical reflected radiation in the direction $, 
the flux in the direction $ = 0 is 
I (<|>) cos(<J>) 
Integrating over all directions we obtain the fraction of the 
reflected radiation which is anisotropical reflected backwards in the 
direction opposite to the incident radiation 
2ir 
u = J (Ir($) - Ie(*))cos(ø)d$ (3.81) 
o 
As the tendency for diffuse surfaces is to reflect the radiation 
backward toward the origin of the incident radiation, u _>_ 0, and 
similarily as at most all the radiation can be reflected backwards, 
u <_ 1 and thus 
0 ^ M <. 1 (3.82) 
Eks. 1: Cylindrical rod. 
Owing to the symmetry it is easily seen that 
V*> • h 
The intensity of the reflected radiation in the direction of ø 
is given by 
! 
Ir » (1 • cos($))k 
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Using (3.79) we get 
Xr(*) = j ^ {1 • cos(é)} 
From (3.81) we get 
2ir 
u =
 rr J cos2(*)d* * i 
o 
Eks. 2: Inside of a large rectangular cr cylindrical channel. 
Owing to the symmetry we get 
If the incident radiation is uniformly distributed over the sur-
face, then 1 = 1 and we get u = 0. However, if the source of inci-
dent radiation is close to the channel wall, and of such a nature 
that the main part of the radiation hits such a small area that the 
channel can be considered plane, then 
V •) =1 
Jcos(*> - J < é < j 
0 else 
and we obtain 
2ir 
I * cos2(*)dé = I 
In table 3.2 is given a comparison of the black body radiation 
calculated with an "exact" method, the transport corrected method 
and the standard method with two surfaces for the outer rods for a 7 
rod cluster as shown in fig. 3.13. The power distribution of the rods 
was uniform and the channel kept cold. And in order to make the cal-
culation of the view factors easy the ratio of the pitch to the rod 
diameter was chosen to if- . 
As it is seen from the table the transport corrected method gives 
a significant improvement from the standard method. 
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OOP oo 
Fig.3 .13. 7- rod cluster 
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c 
0.1 
0.3 
0.5 
0.7 
0.9 
Exact 
29.1 
26.4 
10.8 
6.96 
6.59 
5.20 
4.58 
3.50 
3.38 
2.51 
Transport correction 
li = 0 . 3 
r 
PC -. o 
26.5 
25.2 
9.50 
8.33 
5.91 
4.88 
4.27 
3.35 
3.30 
2.47 
Ur = 0.5 
Uc = 0.5 
28.3 
26.3 
10.6 
9.00 
6.57 
5.28 
4.61 
3.56 
3.39 
2.53 
Standard 
25.6 
24.8 
8.81 
8.03 
5.45 
4.67 
4.02 
3.24 
3.22 
2.44 
Table 3.2. Comparison of black body radiation of center 
and outer rods for a 7-rod cluster. 
3.5. Two Region Steam Temperature Model 
Large steam superheat will exist in a fuel bundle during a core 
heat-up transient and large variations in the steam temperatures will 
exist. In the central region of the bundle a steam superheat of more 
than 500 C is very likely. On the other hand at the channel wall, the 
steam temperature will drop to the channel temperature. Accordingly 
the use of a uniform steam temperature across the bundle will lead 
to errors. 
A typical temperature distribution is shown in Fig. 3.14. The 
heat transfer from the fuel rods to the two-phase flow will be over 
predicted in the central region of the bundle leading to too low 
fuel temperatures, and the heat transfer will be under predicted in 
the peripheral region leading to two high temperatures for the fuel. 
3.5.1. The Model 
The model for different steam temperatures in the two regions is 
based on the following assumptions 
A high uniform superheat will exist in the central region and the 
temperature will drop linearily to the channel temperature across 
the peripheral region. 
T 
Fuel temperature 
Two region model 
Uniform steam 
Temperature 
Steam Temprature 
Channel Temperature 
O 
0 
o 
0 
o 
o 
0 
r 
0 
0 
0 
0 
L _ . 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
~ 1 
o^  
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Central region 
Peripheral region 
g.3.14. Two Region Steam Temperature 
Model 
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Because of the high steam superheat the temperature distribution 
can be found from the perfect gas law. 
From conservation of mass we have 
A„ P • A p = A^<p> (3.8 3) 
c c
 P P * 
and from conservation of energy we have 
Ac 0c Tc + A P
 pp Tp = \ < P > T (3.8.) 
For a perfect gas the equation of state is given by 
- = kT (3.85) 
P 
Combining (3.84) and (3.85) reduces (3.84) to an identity. 
The assumption of a linear temperature drop to channel tem-
perature gives 
T = i<T + T ) (3.86) 
p 2 c w 
Combination of (3.83), (3.85) and (3.86) gives 
2A +A L 2A +A , A ) J 
Tc= -gj?- £ <T>-*TW +j(—J—£ <T>-*rwr+ <T> T w 5 £ j (3.87). 
and T is found from (3.84). 
The two different steam temperatures are used in the calculation 
of the local convection heat transfer as well as the radiation heat 
transfer for the rods and the channel in the two regions. 
3.6. The Equation of State 
The equation of state of steam and water is represented as a set 
24) 711 
of polynomial approximations to the VDI steam tables . 
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4. EXAMPLES ON CORECOOL CALCULATIONS 
In order to demonstrate the applicability of CORECOOL a calcu-
lation for a typical ECCS experiment has been made. The calculation 
demonstrates the accuracy of CORECOOL, and it shows the amount of 
information which can be obtained from a CORECOOL-calculation. 
The experiment is an ECCS experiment made in April 1974 by 
General Electric at their test facility 'in San Jose. 
The test facility is a full length fuel element with electrical 
heated stainless steel rods. The main data for the experiment are 
given in table 4.1. 
Initial power, kW 
Axial power peaking 
Radial power peaking 
Fuel rod length, m 
Fuel rod diameter, m 
Fuel rod pitch, m 
2 
Flow area in the element, m 
Spray flow in fuel element, kg/s 
Spray flow to by pass channel, kg/s 
Spray water temperature, C 
Pressure, bar 
Maximum initial rod temperature, C 
250 
1.3 
1.14 
3.76 
1.252-10"2 
1.626-10"2 
1.001-10"2 
0.156 
0.0313 
39 
1.0 
760 
Table 4.1. Data for the GE-ECCS experiment. 
In fig. 4.1. is shown a comparison between the calculated maxi-
mum temperature in the fuel element and the measured maximum tempera-
ture, and it is seen that the difference is about 2 5°C. 
Fig. 4.2 shows the calculated temperatures vs. time. The 
rods were combined to 9 groups in the calculation. Group 1 is 
the water rod. The groups 2, 3 and 4 are central rods, group 8 
the side rods, group 9 the corner rods and group 10 is the 
channel. 
TEST RUN 
i i i i i i i r | 
TCMFK CDEG C3 
i i i t i i f ? i i i i i i i i i 
x 10* 
10 
*"1 
30 
* • ' I I I I I I I 
TI CSEC3 
i i i i i i i 
10' 10* 10a 
• - EXPERIMENT 
104 
F i g . 4 . 2 
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As CORECOOL calculates the ECCS-transient for the whole fuel 
ele!r.er.t, the teniperatures, net only for the peak power level, but 
for whole fuel element are known. In fig. 4.3 and 4.4 are shown the 
calculated axial temperature-profiles for the center rods and the 
corner rods. The temperature profiles are snown for 0, 200, 400 t 600 
etc seconds after the start of the experiments, and the propagation 
of the rewetting fronts are noted at the top of the rods. 
The calculation also allows an analysis of the energy generation 
and heat transfer in the fuel element. In table 4.2 is for the peak 
power level shown an energy balance for the fuel element to the times 
0, 50, 100 and 450 sec. 50 sec is the time just before the re-
wetting front at the channel passes the peak power level and 100 
sec is the time, when the rewetting front has passed. 450 sec is 
the time of the peak temperature. Around the sputtering front at 
the channel the droplet concentration and the evaporation are 
large, and the heat transfer to the two-phase flow will be large. 
For the center rods and the corner rods the energy balance as 
function of the time is shown in fig. 4.5 and 4.6. Here 
Time sec 
Decay heat, kW/m 
Total heat transfer from rods 
Radiation from rods, kW/m 
Convection from rods, kW/m 
Stored in rods, kW/m 
Radiation to channel, kW/m 
Convection to channel, kW/m 
Radiation to 20, kW/m 
Convection to 20, kW/m 
0 
86.4 
17.0 
14.7 
2.3 
69.4 
14.5 
1.3 
0.2 
1.0 
50 
72.8 
34.9 
21.4 
13.5 
37.9 
15.0 
0.9 
6.4 
12.6 
100 
66.6 
44.0 
28.0 
16.0 
22.6 
25.4 
1.1 
2.6 
14.9 
450 
49.1 
46.2 
30.7 
15.5 
2.9 
28.1 
1.5 
2.6 
14.0 
Table 4.2. Energy balance for the fuel element. 
,1 -
X 
in 
F i q . 4 . 3 
TEST RUN 
TC CDEG CD 
ZROD CM3 
TIME O , 200 
2 
1800 
x 10° 
LENGTH OF ROD - 4.191 M , GROUP 9 
- 63 
I 
F i g . 4 . 5 
64 
F i g . 4 . 6 
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QC is the convection heat transfer 
QR is the radiation heat transfer 
QD is the decay heat 
QMW is the energy production from the metal-water reaction. 
As the two-phase flow in the fuel element is counter current the 
possibility of CCFL phenomena and flow oscillations exist. This did 
not happen in this run, but in fig. 4.7 is shown a typical cas-e of 
flow oscillations in the bundle. The figure shows the steam and drop-
let velocities at the top of the fuel element. 
VG is the steam velocity 
VS is the droplet velocity. 
x 10' 
3 
2 
*. 
^j 
1 
o 
US,UG CM/SECD 
» 
• 
TEST RUN 
ysl i • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
TI CSCCD 
10' 10" 
EXIT OF FUEL ELEMENT , CURUEi 1-UC , 2-US 
10* 10# 
5. DISCUSSION AJQ CQKCLUSIQN 
C-P.ECC3L, a oodel for emergency core spray cooling has been 
developed. The approach is not to use gross system dependent em-
pirical correlations, but to base the model on an understanding 
of the different physical and chemical phenomena prevailing during 
a cere heat-up transient, a detailed expression of these and the 
combination of these expressions, the conservation equations for the 
two-phase flow and the fuel rod model to the computer programme CORE-
This approach has proven quite successful, not only is CORECOCL 
able to predict the overall behaviour of a fuel element during a core 
heat up transient but also many of the individual phenomena, such as 
rewetting, CCFL etc, occuring in the system. As the model is based 
an a modelling of the relevant individual phenomena, CORECOOL is not 
system dependent and is very well suited for parametric studies for 
both test facilities and nuclear power reactors. Furthermore con-
servatism, caused by lack of sophistication, in the present models 
can be abandonned thus reducing the calculated peak cladding tempera-
tur^. 
However, some improvemen and further development of the model 
are needed. A better understanding of the CCFL phenomenon and the 
importance of the droplet distribution is desirable, and the inclusion 
of a fuel rod failure model is needed. 
In connection with bottom flooding the model is still applicable, 
but should be used only for the part of the syster *hove the two-phase 
level. Accordingly the development of a model able to trace the liquid 
inventory in the system and the swell of the two-phase level is needed. 
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l.ame 
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a 
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B 
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b 
Bi 
C 
C 
c 
D 
d 
AE 
F 
f 
f 
G 
G 
g 
H 
h 
h 
I 
I 
I 
j 
.* 
3 
K 
K 
k 
k 
L 
M 
m 
m 
U n i t 
m2 
m'
1 
, 2 
s /m 
W/m2 
k g / m 2 s 2 
k g / m 2 s 2 
-
-
-
-
J / k g 
m 
m 
J / m o l e 
-
2 
kg/ms 
-
2 
kg/m s 
kg/ms 
m / s 2 
W/m2 
J / k g 
W/m2 °C 
kg/ms 
-
W/m2 
m/s 
-
m 2 / s 
-
W/m °C 
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m 
kg 
kg 
k g / m 3 s 
8. NOMENCLATURE 
Content 
Cross section 
Absorption coefficient 
DC 
Auxilary constant, r— 
Radiosity 
Momentum source 
Interfacial shear 
Biot number 
Constant in CCFL correlation 
Loss coefficient 
Correction factor in momentum equation 
Heat capacity 
Diameter 
Diameter 
Activation energy 
View factor 
Friction 
Auxilary function 
Specific mass flow (3.5) 
Specific mass flow for films 
Acceleration of gravity 
Incident radiation 
Enthalpy 
Heat transfer coefficient 
Integrated momentum 
Modified Bessel function of 1. art 
Radiation flux 
Volumetric flux 
Dimensionless flux 
Constant for metal-water reactions 
Kutateladze number 
Thermal conductivity 
Wave number 
Length 
Mass 
Mass 
Change of mass 
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Mane Unit Content 
n 
n 
n 
Nu 
P 
P 
Pe 
Pr 
Qm 
q" 
q"' 
QM 
P 
R 
r 
Re 
S 
S 
s 
T 
t 
u 
V 
W 
We 
X 
t 
nT' 
-
nT 3 s " 1 
-
N/m2 
m 
-
-
W/m3 
W/m2 
W/m3 
J / k g 
J / m o l e 
nf2 
m 
-
m 
W/m2 
m 
°C, °K 
s 
m/s 
m3 
kg / s 
-
-
ra 
Number 
Number density 
Number 
Change of number density 
Nusselt number 
Pressure 
Pitch 
Peclet number 
Prandtl number 
Energy generation 
Energy flux 
Energy generation 
Energy production. 
Gas constant 
Fesistance in electrical analog 
Radius 
Reynolds number 
Perimeter 
Black body radiation 
Thickness 
Temperature 
Time 
Velocity 
Volume 
Mass flow 
Weber number 
Auxilary variable 
Length 
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GREEK LETTER 
:ar.e Unit Content 
31 
a. 
3 
e 
X 
V 
« 
* 
a 
e 
e 
P 
a 
a 
u 
T 
T 
V 
* 
-
W/m3 °C 
-
m 
-
k g / EL S 
raci 
3 . 
m / s 
-
rad 
kg/m 
N/m 
-w 2 o „ t 
w/ni K 
S 
-
S 
m3/kg 
Void fraction 
Deformation of droplet 
Heat transfer coefficient 
Enissivity 
Wave length 
Anisotropic reflection 
Evaporation/condensation 
Angle 
Volume flow 
Dimensionless temperature 
Inclination 
Density 
Surface tension 
Stefan Blotzmanns constant 
Frequency 
Transirdssivity 
Time constant 
Specific volume 
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SUBSCRIPTS 
Name 
c 
ci 
D 
d 
F 
f 
fr 
S 
gi 
h 
i 
3 
T 
I 
s 
s 
sg 
t 
w 
Content 
Central 
Core inlet 
Drag 
Droplet 
Friction 
Film 
Front 
Steam 
Steam to steam-water interface 
Hydraulic 
Indices 
Indices 
Loss 
Water 
Saturation 
Surface 
Saturated steam 
Total 
Wall 
Superscripts 
n Time step 
i 
i 
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APPENDIX A 
Jet and Droplet instability 
A liquid jet is basically unstable, a small perturbation on the 
surface will grow, and finally cause the disintegration of the jet. 
Let us consider a sinousodial perturbation as shown in fig. A.l. 
The cross section of the jet is given by 
A(x) = Ao(l + a cos(kx)) (A.l) 
and for small perturbation, i.e. a << 1, >:he radius is given by 
r(x) = r.(l + J cos(kx)) (A.2) 
The pressure in the liquid is given by 
P(x) = P (x) + P (x) (A.3) 
s g 
where 
P is the pressure contribution from the surface tension, 
and P is the pressure arising from the velocity distribution in 
the gas. 
The first one is given by 
2 
P s ( x ) = 0 (rTxT + TT* = r"7(1" f<l-<kr^2)cos(kx)> (A.»») 
* J 
Assuming potential flow for the gas the first order approximation 
to the velocity distribution relative to the jet is 
gx * lJo(1 + f k r j r e j'cos(kx)) (A.5) 
Ugy = 'Uo f krj 71 e^^^j^inCkx) (A.6) 
For potential flow the pressure is given by 
7p = -p u'Vu" (A. 7) 
and for r=r we get 
Fig .A . I . Liquid jet with a sinousodial 
perturbat ion. 
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3P 
•*-& = 5 p U2 a k2 r. sin(kx) (A.8) 
dx g 3 
A first order approximation to the continuity and momentum equation 
for the liquid is given by 
!T = - ! X - ( A V ( A - 9 ) 
Using (A.4) and (A.8) a solution to (A.9) and (A.10) can be found 
a = a e u t (A.11) 
o 
k a 
U = -(?£— (l-(kr.)2)+kr. p IF2 )sin(kx)eut (A.12) 
i P£ <*i 2rj 3 2 g ° 
where 
u)2 = 2___(kr.)2(i-(]cr.)2 + J kr. We.) (A.13) 
2p„ r . 3 3 -1 3 
2r . p U2 
We. = — 3
 q S ° CA.lt) 
From (A.13) it is seen that the jet is only unstable for 
We• / We• 2 
kr . < — I + / (-J-) + 1 (A. 15) 
and that the maximum growth rate is obtained for 
k r
»
 =
 T6 W ei + / (|g- We.)2 + J (A.16) 
Assuming that the jet will break up at a wave-length corresponding 
to the maximum growth rate the diameter of the produced droplets will 
be given by 
^ - • { 3 /' • \ ? (A.17) 
2
^ ! W e j + ' < | Wej> + 2 
and the length of the jet 
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L. = r. lnC-r1-)/-^ i 
] : Ar P |_ W.j + /(|rHe.)Z*J}{l*I|B«.j*jH.j/(|B«.j)Z*i}! 
(A.18) 
where Ar is the size of the initial perturbation. 
In fig. A.2 is given a plot of (A.17) and in fig. A.3 a plot of 
(A.18). 
The droplets produced by the jet may be unstable and break up into 
smaller droplets. Due to the gas flow around the droplet a pressure 
distribution as shown in fig. A.4 will exist 
APg = 2 Pg U^ (A.19) 
This pressure distribution will deform the droplet until a balance 
with the surface tension is obtained. Assuming the droplet has the 
shape of an elipsoide with rotational symmetry the shape will be given 
by 
2 2 
^j- + r t- = 1 (A.20) 
r d 
where r is half the thickness of the droplet in the direction of 
motion. _ 
rx 
Defining a = — we get 
rd 
(£)2 • or2 = vl (A.21) 
a d 
As the pressure increment from the surface tension is given by 
, 1 . 1 
V*2 APg = o(|- • |-) (A.22) 
where R^ and R2 are the two radii of curvature, the pressure difference 
between the point (o, — ) and (or-, o) can be evaluated to 
/o d 
Ap. - £-(u0'5 + cT2,5 - 2a2) (A.23) 
8 rd 
For the droplet to be in equilibrium we must have 
AP - 2AP 
s g (A.24) 
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Fig.A.A.Pressure distribution around a droplet. 
I 
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or 
„0.5 / ..-2.5 „_2 
au.o + a-<.o _ 2a^ _ , We^ (A.25) 
where 
2TA P U? 
We, = d S d (A.26) 
cl o 
The surface area of the droplet is given by 
A. = 4wr2(i- • •« ln(a"1,5 * ^ = T I ^ . ) (A. 27) 
a d 2a /""T 
2/ct - 1 
and if the droplet has to break up without additional work, the sur-
face area has to be maintained. Assuming the daughter droplets to be 
spherical from conservation of volume and surface area the number of 
produced can easily be determined to 
n . i ) Æ W L i ' '*" -1>) 3 (A.28) 
The radius of the daughter droplets is 
1 
r = rd n" 7 (A.29) 
A plot of (A.25) and (A.27) is given in fig. A.5 and A.6. 
A droplet can at least break up into two droplets and inserting 
n=2 in equation A.2 8 gives 
a-s 0.H8 
and using this in equation A.25 gives the critical Weber number for 
droplet break up 
We = 13.1 . 
10.0 100.0 1000.0 
100 
in i\ 
Fig. A .6. Surface area of a deformed 
dropled. 
10 
1 
0.001 0 0 1 0.1 
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APPENDIX B 
Heat Transfer in a Spherical Droplet 
In accordance with section 2 it is assumed that the temperature 
at a steam-liquid interface will be the saturation temperature. A 
further assumption is, that, if a droplet with the temperature T^ is 
introduced in a steam atmosphere, the saturation temperature et the 
surface will immediately be established. This is the problem to be 
solved. 
Subtracting T, from all temperatures we have 
and the boundary conditions 
T(r,0) = Q for 0 < r < r (B.2) 
— o 
T(r ,t) = T for 0 < t < - (B.3) 
O S — 
Pi
 n = 0 for 0 < t < - (B.4) 
dr'r=0 — 
Introducing 
a = j& (B.5) 
f(r,s) = L T(r,t) (B.6) 
where L indicates the Laplace transformation, we obtain using (B.l) 
and (B.2) 
which has the solution 
f(r,s) = i jC1(s)e"r/aT • C2(s)er/55'J (B.8) 
where C. and C, are arbitrary functions in s. 
Using the conditions (B.3) and (B.1*) we obtain 
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r T* sinh(r/as) 
f(r,s) = -2—5 (B.9) 
r s sinh(r /as) o 
(B.9) has the poles 
s„ = - i (2- n)2 , n = 0, 1, 2, (B.10) 
n a r 
o 
ar.d the residua 
•T for n = 0 
res =) 2r sin( — nu) (B.ll) 
o r 
TI ? f o r n = l* 2» 3» 
s
 rnir(-l)n 
Using Heavisidé's expansion theorem we obtain 
r - 2sin(f- rnr) _ 1 («_ n ) 2 t 
T ( r , t ) = T' j l • — I ( 2 e a r o ) \ , (B.12) 
s
 < r „ , nirC-l)n } 
n = l 
and it can easily be shown that the boundary conditions (B.2), (B.3), 
and (B."+) are fulfilled. Consequently (B.12) represents the correct 
solution to the problem. 
The heat transfer Q(t) to the surface is giver, by 
- - i (L- n)2t 
Q(t) = Wr20 k g l r B r = 8irr0 k T; I e a ro (B.13) 
° n=l 
r 2 
For t << a (y2-) (B.13) becomes 
Q(t) % 4r2 k T^ / ^ = tn rQ k T£ A (-°-) 2. (B.1»0 
ro 2 
and for t > a (^ -) only the first term in the sum is important, and 
(B.13) becomes 
- I <r->2t Q(t) % 8ir r k T' e a ro (B.15) 
%
 o s 
In fig. B.l is given a plot of equation B.13, B.lt and B.15. 
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From (B.15) it is seen that the droplet for large t will have a 
tine constant of 
r 1 
T = a (—) (B.16) 
w 
For a droplet radius of 10~ m T % 0.6 seconds. 
Under the assumption that the droplet has a time constant given 
i;y (B.16), the heat transfer to the surfar*» can be expressed by a 
constant factor h, and (B.l) reduces to 
3T 
4 * r\ pc -r-H = <mr2 h T (B.17) 
3 o at o m 
where T is the difference between the surface temperature and the 
mean temperature of the droplet. It should be noted that T t T*. 
. in s 
Combining (B.16) and (B.17) we obtain 
.2 r h : y r - (B.18) 
- 39 -
Two Flux Model for a Slab Containing a Two Component Mixture 
Let us consider an infinite long slab as shown in Figure C I , 
and cake the following assumptions. 
1. Only radiation perpendicular to the slab will be considered. 
?. Scattering in the two media is r.eglected. 
3. The components S. and g of the medium have uniforn temperatures 
T. and T , and are uniformly distributed. I g* J-
I. x+Ax 
I I 
Fig. C.1. Two Flux Model foran Infinite 
Long Slab. 
Let the flux in the positive direction be I (x) and in the negative 
dire;tion I~(x), and let a. and a be the absorption coefficient for 
the two components of the media. 
The absorption in the two components in a small slab Ax will then 
be 
LIt- -al(TJl)(I (x) • I Cx))Ax 
Al = -a (T X I <x> • 1 (x))Ax 
g g g 
(Cl) 
(C.2) 
and the total absorption will be 
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AI = -(a • a )(I*(x> • I~(x))Ax (C.3) 
* S 
The emission from the two components in either direction in the 
sctall slab will be 
2B.(T,)Ax and 2B (T )ox 
* * g g 
and the total emission will be 
2B Ax = 2(B, • B )Ax <C.<») 
Due to the symmetry around the mid-plane of the slab we have 
l"(x) = I*(L-x) (C.5) 
We are now able to make an integro-differential equation for I (x) 
I*Cx) = Bu e"(al*ag)x •! <B.(T.>*B CT >>e~(*i**f){x~t)dt (C.6) 
w
 o * * 
This equation can be integrated to give 
I*(x) = B e"(ai**g)x •(B,(T,)*B (T )) 1_* * * CC.7) 
1
 * « S * g w 
Let us consider the case of thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e. T. = 
T - T 
In that case there is no net energy exchange and we have that 
absorption equals emission, and as this is true for both components 
we get 
2 Bt(Tt) = ai(T1)(X*Cx)*l"(x)) CC.8) 
2 B(T ) = a (T )(I*(x)*l"(x)) (C.9) 
8 S g g 
from which we get 
I*(x) • l"(x) = const. (CIO) 
On the other hand as there is no net energy transfer across any 
plane in the slab we have 
91 
I*(x) - I~(x) = O (C.11) 
And combining (C.6), (C.10) and (C.11) we get 
I*(x) s l'(x) = Bw (C.12) 
At the wall again we have no net transfer, i.e. 
a = r - (o T" - B ) (C.13) 
l-e w w 
and we get 
I*(x) = l"(x) = o T* 
Combining this with (C.8) and (C.9) and using that T£ = T * Tw 
for thermodynamic equilibrium we get 
B (T ) = a (T )o T* (C.1U) 
B (T ) = a (T )o T1* (C.15) 
S g S g g 
Having found an expression for B, and B we are now able to solve 
the general case where T, t T * T and inserting (C.l*») and (C.15* 
in (C.7) we get 
I*Cx> -- Bw . - ' Y ' l " • . ! V T « (l-.-1*!",'*) (C.16) 
*1 "g 
The incident radiation to the wall is 
l"(c) = I*(L) (C.17) 
and using that 
Bw = ew o T* + (1 - ew) l"(o) (C.18) 
we get 
a»oT,*a oT. 
1
 g 
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Defining 
T = e " ( V V L 
= ( 1 - T ) i— 
•i
 v . g 
'* • « - > v i j 
S = a T w w 
s
* = • n 
S = o T g S 
(C.20) 
(C.21) 
(C.22) 
(C.23) 
(C.2«») 
(C.25) 
we get 
Bw = cw Sw • (l-cw) <BMT • e, St + cg Sg> 
which can be rewritten to 
^ <SW-Bw) • c ^ S ^ ) • eg(Sg.Bw) = 0 
(C.26) 
(C.27) 
The net heat transfer to the i component per area unit of the wall 
is 
}e = | !•(,) a, dx - | a, o ij dx 
= <Bff-Si)c^< S -S ) ** '«
 5 1 1-T 1 (C.28) 
And similar for the net heat transfer to the g component we get 
a. a_ L 
J = (B -S )c + (S . -S ) - £ — i — \ 1 - . 1 " T . . I <g w g'*g i g' a £ *a g { x (aft+ag>L i (C.29) 
Defining 
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we cbtsir. a- electrical analog as shown in Figure C.2. 
»• 
Fig.C.2. Electrical Analog. 
It should be noted that the assumption of a uniform temperature 
of the two media can generally only be made in the optically thin 
limit. In this case R,_ reduces to 
l8 
R"j = j(«iL)(a L) «• o(L2) (C.31) 
Accordingly if the optical thin assumption, which is a first order 
approximation, is made, the direct interchange between the two compo-
nents as a second order term can be neglected. 
! 
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